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Assume L ‘(R +) is the Banach algebra of equivalence classes of Lebesgue- 
integrable functions on the nun-negative half-line R ‘, under convolution 
product 
v * gw = JX f(;r - Y) g(Y) du (J+, gEL’(R+), a.e.xER+), 
0 
and norm 
In this paper we prove that every non-zero endomorphism (an algebra 
homomorphism) of L l(R +> is a monomorphism and give a formula for all 
endomorphisms. By using functional analytic methods we reduce the 
problem of characterizing an endomorphism to the question of whether a 
certain function is the Laplace transform of a function in L ‘(R ‘), and we 
answer this by techniques of classical analysis. A similar problem for the 
algebra of absolutely convergent power series with norm 
has been studied by Newman [ 51. See also [4] for homomorphisms of 
generalized power series. 
The algebra L l(R +) is a semisimple Beach algebra and its maximal ideal 
space can be identified with the right half-plane H+ = {t: Re z > 0); for 
every z F H+ the map L!,(S) = JR+ f(t) e-” dt, (f E L ‘(I? + )), is a character 
on L’(R + ), and for every character Q on L ‘(R +) there exists z E H+ such 
that 52=L?, [2,p. 1131. 
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We let M(R ‘) be the convolution algebra of all complex Bore1 measures ,u 
on R ’ such that 
The algebra L’(R ‘) can be regarded as a subalgebra of M(R ‘) by the 
embedding f + f dx, where dx is the Lebesgue measure on R ‘. We identify 
M(R ‘) with the dual of C,(R+) and we let u = o(M(R ‘), C,(R+)) be the 
w *-topology on M(R ’ ). A sequence (e,) c L ‘(R ’ ) is called a bounded 
approximate identity if ]]e,, *f--f]] --f 0 for every f E L’(R+), and (e,) is 
bounded. The sequence , = nxl,,,,,,, , (n E N), is an example of a bounded 
approximate identity for L ‘(R ’ ). 
LEMMA 1. Let 0 be a non-zero endomorphism of L ‘(R ’ ). If (e,) is a 
bounded approximate identity for L ‘(R + ) and 6, is the unit mass at 0 then 
Proof. The boundedness of (e(e,,)) and compactness of the unit ball of 
M(R ‘) in the topology u imply that there exists a subsequence (e(e,,)) and a 
a-limit point L such that t9(e,,) -PO L. Now, let f E L’(R+) be such that 
O(f) # 0. By separate u-continuity of *, we have 
@en,) * ef) 4 3, * 8.f) (1) 
and 
W,,)* Kf) = @ten, * flu e(f). (2) 
Thus, 
A * e(f)=e(f)=d, * e(f). (3) 
By Titchmarsh’s convolution theorem [ 1, p. 2241 the algebra M(R ‘) is an 
integral domain. Thus, from (3) it follows that 1 = 6,. If p is another limit 
point of (0(e,)) a similar argument shows that p = 6,. Therefore 6, is the 
only limit point of (e(e,)) and we have e(e,) -+ 6,. 
THEOREM 1. Every non-zero endomorphism B of L ‘(R ‘) is a 
monomorphism. 
Proof First we prove that for every z with Re z > 0 the map 
f-JR+ (efWe-"dt (f='@+N (1) 
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is a character on L ‘(R + ). This map is obviously linear and multiplicative. 
Thus, it suffices to show that it is not identically zero. Suppose that for every 
fEL’(P) 
I @fN) e -=* dt = 0. (2) R+ 
Then, for f = e, = ~X[O l/n] 7 (fl e N), we get f 
1 (WW e -‘* dt = 0. (3) R+ 
Since Re z > 0, we have e-‘* f C,(R +). Hence by Lemma 1 
0 = 
I 
(@e,)(t) e-“* dt -+ e-“d&(t) = 1, 
R+ I R+ 
a contradiction. Thus, for every z (Re z > 0), the map defined by Eq. (1) is a 
character on L ‘(R +) and thus, by identification of the maximal ideal space 
of L’(R+) with H+ there exists w(z) f H+ such that 
1 @f)(t) em’* dt = I f(t) eew(‘)* dt (f =‘(R+N* R+ R+ 
In particular, for the function f(t) = e -*, we get 
i R+ 
ei!f)(0 e-=* dt = 1 + ‘,(,) l (6) 
The expression on the left side of (6) defines an analytic function of z .in 
Int H? Thus, the map z --) w(z) is an analytic map from Int H+ (the interior 
ofH+) into H+. Thus, w(Int H+) is either an open subset of H+ or a single 
point in H+. If w(Int H+ ) was a single point, by letting z + 00 in both sides 
of (5) we get 
@f)W e -=* dt = 0 (Z f Int H+). IV 
Also the continuity of z + JR + t?(f)(t) e-‘* dt implies 
(z E H+). (8) 
By semisimplicity of L ‘(R +) and (8) we get 8f = 0, df f L ‘(R +))5 which is 
a contradiction, Thus, w(Int H+ ) is an open subset of H+. 
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Now, let B(f) = 0, for some $ f L ‘(R + ), and consider the function I;(z) = 
Lf (0 P dt, (z E Ht ). From (5) it follows that F(w(Int H+ )) = 0. Thus, 
by identity theorem fur analytic functions we have F(z) = 0, (z E Int w’), 
and continuity of F(z) implies I;(z) = 0, (z E H+). Now, semisimplicity of 
L’(R+) impliesf=O. 
To state and prove our next result we need the following: 
DEFINITION 1, Let f be an infinitely differentiable function [O, oo), for 
every positive integer k, we define the operator L, by 
WflW = (-l)k(mk+ ‘f ‘k’(kJx), (x > O), 
where ftk’(x) denotes the kth derivative of $ at x. An infinitely differentiable 
function f defmed on [O, 00) satisfies conditions (w) if: 
lim f(x) = 0, x+m 
LAfl =v+1 (k E N), 
lim lILkVl - LjLflll = Oy kf-+m 
where ]I l )I is the L’-norm. 
PROPOSITION 1. Conditions (W) ore rtecessary and stdCj%cient that 
f(x) = 1 P$(t) dt 
R+ 
(a.e. x E R+), 
where q~ E L l(R + ). The function p is given by 
where & _ 1(t) is defined by 
P 
(t) (-l)k-“(2k- l)! 
2k-1 = k! (k - 2)! 
PM$ [See 7, Theorem 17a, p. 3 18 and Theorem 25b, p. 3861. 
The following notation is used in the next theorem. Suppose w is a map 
from Int(H+) into H+, then we defme the operator S, on L ‘(R +) by 
(S,f)(x) = 1 f(t) evwtxJf dt df E L ](I? + ), ax. x E R + ). 
R+- 
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THEO~M 2, Every non-zero endomorghism 8 of L l(R + ) is given by, 
cX’ P2k- l(xy)(S,f)(~) dr dfEL’(R’), a.e. xER+), 
where w: Int H’ + H+ is an analytic function satisfying, 
lim w(x) = 00, I (1 > x+00 
I (11 ) 
(III’) 
Proc$ Suppose 6 is a non-zero endomorphism. Then by the first 
paragraph of the proof of Theorem I there exists a map w: Int H+ + H+, 
such that 
I @f)(t) P dt = I f(t) e-w(s)t dt (fEL’(R+), 8.e. sER+). (1) R+ R+ 
Or, equivalently, 
YSf = s,s w=‘(R+)) (2) 
(where Y denotes the Laplace operator). 
By (2), for every f E L ‘(R ’ ), S, f is the Laplace transform of 
Sf E L ‘(R +), therefore it must satisfy conditions (w). 
By (I) of conditions (w) we have 
lim (&f)(x) = 0 (ffOR'))* (3) x-+00 
Since the function g(t) = e - ’ is a generator of L ‘(R + ) [ 6, p. 2351 and S, is a 
contraction on L ‘(R +), Eq, (3) holds for every f e L ‘(R + ) if and only if it 
holds for the above function g. But for the function g we have 
&g)(x) = 1 
R+ 
e-ce-wcxJr dt = 1 + ‘,,, , (4) 
and (I’) follows from (3) and (4) Equations (II’) and (III’) follow by 
applying (II) and (III) of conditions (w) to S, f‘ 
Conversely, if w: Int Hf + H+ is an analytic map satisfying (I’)-(III’), 
then for every f E L ‘(R + ), S, f satisfies conditions (w), whence it is the 
Laplace transform of a function in L ‘(R +). We define the map 0 by 
ef =LPSJ (feL’(R+))* 
Then 0 is an endomorphism of L ‘(R +) corresponding to the map w. 
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To obtain the general formula given in the statement of the theorem, it 
suffices that we apply the inversion formula in the Defmition (1) to Eq. (1) 
of this theorem. 
EXAMPLES. There are classes of endomorphisms of L * (I? + ) which can be 
defined by simpler formulas: 
(a) Let a > 0. We define & by 
P&f) = af (a4 (f E L ‘(R + ), a.e. x E R + ). 
Then 8, is an endomorphism of L’(R +), 
(b) Let /I e R and define B, by 
@J)(x> = Pm (fEL’(R+), a.e. xER+). 
Then B, is again an endomorphism. It is easy to verify that the 
endomorphisms described in Examples (a) and (b) are in fact 
automorphisms. Conversely, every automorphism is a multiplication of an 
endomorphism in class (a) and an endomorphism in class (b) [ 3, 
Theorem 3.1]* 
(c) Let g’ (t 2 0) be a bounded continuous semigroup of elements of 
L’(R +), (for the existence see [ 7]), define 0, by 
where the integral is a Banach space valued integral. Then $ is an 
endomorphism of L ‘(R + ). 
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